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A METASTABLE RESULT 
FOR THE FINITE MULTIDIMENSIONAL CONTACT PROCESS 

T. S. MOUNTFORD 

ABSTRACT. We prove that for a contact process restricted to the cube [\,n]d and 
initially fully occupied, the time to die out, when it is suitably normalized, converges 
to an exponential random variable as n tends to infinity. 

We consider the supercritical contact process restricted to a finite cube. For any finite 
cube this process must eventually die out. We examine the time to die out starting with 
all sites (in the cube) occupied. We prove 

THEOREM. Let {Q : t > 0} be the d-dimensional contact process restricted to [I, n]d 

with transmission rate X > Xd and let r" be the hitting time of the trap state O.IfQ is 
identically equal to one on [1, n]d for each n, then 

T" D 
• e, 

E[T"] 
where e is an exponential random variable of mean one. 

Metastable behaviour for contact processes was first considered by Cassandro, Galves, 
Olivieri and Vares (1984), where it was shown that in one dimension the above result held 
when the infection parameter À was sufficiently large. That paper presented an approach 
useful for other systems as well as the contact process. Schonmann (1985) extended this 
result to all supercritical contact processes in one dimension and proved that no such 
result was possible for subcritical processes. The arguments of the latter paper were sim
plified in Durrett and Schonmann (1988), where much more was proven (again in one 
dimension) than we shall prove here for higher dimensions. 

The contact process restricted to [1, n]d, is a process on {0, l } [ l n ] with flip rates for 
JCG [l,n]d 

r i i f C W = i 
c(x,Q=\X £ CM ifCW = 0. 

S I ye[\,nY 
I \x-y\ = \ 

We will be interested in the process for À > Xd the critical value for the unrestricted 
contact process in d-dimensions. For details of this process see Liggett (1985) or Dur
rett (1988). Our argument uses ideas for proving metastability found in Durrett and 
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FINITE CONTACT PROCESS 217 

Schonmann (1988). We also use renormalization results proven by Bezuidenhout and 
Grimmett (1990) and oriented percolation methods which have become standard after 
Durrett (1984). In Section One we establish a criterion for metastability. In Section Two 
we use the oriented percolation methods to establish bounds on "regeneration" and ter
minal times for our process. Our Theorem is finally proven in the last section. 

Throughout we will write out our proof for the case d — 2, but it will be clear that the 
proof extends to all higher dimensions. 

Notation and construction. Our method is essentially that employed for Theorem Three 
of Durrett and Schonmann (1988). 

We will consider our processes as being derived from a collection of Poisson pro
cesses as in the Harris representation. This representation enables us to couple contact 
processes with different initial configurations. We consider time axes to have been drawn 
up through each of the sites in [1, w]2. Let P{t,x) and Q(t,x, y) be independent Poisson 
processes, the Ps of rate 1, the Qs of rate A. We place <5s on the time axis through site x 
at time points in P(t, x) and we place a directed line from x to y at times Q(t, JC, v). Given 
these Poisson processes and therefore these markings, we construct a contact process £A 

on [ 1, n]2 with initial state A by taking (£ = {x : 3 a path from a point in A x {0} to (JC, t) 
which travels in a positive direction along time axes, across lines between time axes in 
the assigned direction and croses no 6s}. If A is a singleton {*}, we abuse notation and 
write C* instead of C^x\ Given the Harris construction, it is clear that C>f — U*G4 Q- We 
write C1 for the process obtained by taking A — [1, n]2. The dual process <^'', 0 < s < t 
is obtained by defining <^r = {y : there exists a path from (y,t — s) to (JC, t) for some 
x G A}. If we reverse the direction of the time axes and the direction of the lines between 
axes then we have (£-* = {y : there exists a path from (JC, t) to (y, t — s) for some x G A}. 
Given this, it is easy to see that (A,t is a contact process on [0, t] with initial configuration 
A. It is also evident that 

ÇA(x) = 1 iff for some (all) s G [0, r], £•' H CL ^ 0-

We will denote the probability law of £ on {0,1}[1"] , with £o = 1, by Px. We suppress 
the dependence on n. We say (£ is the contact process restricted to B for B a subset of 
[l,n]2if 

(£ (JC) = 1 iff 3 a path from A to JC entirely contained in B x R+. 

We can think of the contact process restricted to B as being obtained by suppressing all 
particles and particle births outside B. 

Clearly, if B\ and Bi are disjoint, then for any A the processes £A restricted to B\ and 
C,A restricted to #2 are independent given A, and are both contained in the unrestricted 
contact process. 

{Ft} will denote the natural filtration of the totality of Poisson processes. Given a 
stopping time W with respect to this filtration, the corresponding a-field will be denoted 
byFw. 
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Section One. In this section we adapt the approach of Durrett and Schonmann 
(1988) to our purpose. We first state a simple lemma which follows simply from at
tractiveness. 

LEMMA 1.1. For each s and t in (0, oo), Pl
 [T* > s] • P1

 [T" > t] > P{ [7* > s +1]. 

Before proving the next result, which is the purpose of this section, we require some 
more notation. Given /, A and the Harris system which yields our contact process, we 
define 

C'̂  — {y : 3JC G A SO that there is path from (JC, t) to (j, t + s)}. 

This process is a contact process with initial configuration A, which is independent of 
the contact process ( run up to time t. As before, when A = [1, n]2 we write £ r l . 

The following result states that if the time for "regeneration" of our process is, in the 
limit, stochastically negligible compared to the time for our process to die, then the time 
of the killing must be exponential in the limit. 

PROPOSITION 1.2. Suppose there exist sequences {a(n)} and {b(n)}> both tending to 
infinity, so that 

L b(n)/a(n) tends to infinity, 
2. sup^QA}[ln]2 P^lCin) = Cain) or'f1 < a(n)] —> 1 as n tends to infinity. 

3. limn^œPl[^l<b(n)] = 0, 
then under Px, ^ r —» e. 

PROOF. We fix s e (0,00). It will suffice to show that P^/EIT"] > s] tends to e~s 

as n tends to infinity. To this end choose e and è small but positive. Let T{n, e) = inf{t : 
Pb" < t\ > e}. It follows from property 1 and 2 of the sequences {a(n)}, {b(n)} that for 
all n sufficiently large, we can find W G [T(n, e)/2, T(n, e)l so that P[C,w+a(n) ^ O < 

suP<. €{0fl}[I,l2 P^[£(n) ^ Un) and T» > a(n)] + Pl[r G [W, W + a(n)]} < ee'V. Note 

that by Lemma 1.1, v = P{ [r < W] e [1 - y/l — e- ee-{lb\ e\. We assume that e is 
sufficiently small to ensure 

Lemma 1.1 implies that 

P\f >mW] <(\~v)m. 

For an inequality in the opposite direction observe that 

{r" > mW} C f i K ' U ' - m >W}\[) {&™ ^ ^ } > 

where T»*1-5 = inf{t : T5,'1 = 0}. 
The events {^.('-Dw > w} are independent, while our choice of W ensures that for 

each i/>[<«)' * O ^ ^ - T h e r e f o r e 

P[r" > mW] > (1 - v)m - mee'^. 
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Thus 
0 0 1 W 

El[i»] < W Ë ^ V > mW] < — 

and 

00 Tè l W 

E1[T"] > WY,P\T" >mW] > Wj2(l-i/)m-mee~^ > —(l-2i/) 

for e and S small enough. To conclude, for e and S small enough and n large enough 
Elf1] £ [^(1 — 2i/), ^ ] . Given these inequalities and Lemma 1.1, we have for n large 

P\T" > sElf1] I < Plf1 > s—(l - 2v) < ( l - * / ) - v - < 
.(1-2,)-, ^ d - 2 ^ ) 

(1 -^ ) 

and 

Plf1 >sElf]\ >P 
v 

> (1 - i/)"+1 - *-*"£ > (1 - z/)"+1 - 3 ^ " ^ . 

Since e (and hence z/) and è may be taken arbitrarily small, the proof of Proposition 1.2 
is completed. • 

Section Two. The breakthrough of Bezuidenhout and Grimmett (1990) enables one 
to compare (renormalized) supercritical contact processes with supercritical oriented per
colations. Therefore we begin by assembling some facts from oriented percolation. These 
facts are culled from Durrett (1984), to which the reader is referred for a complete ac
count. Let Vm be the set { (JC, y) C [ 1, m] x Z+ : x+y = 0 (mod 2)}. Let there be directed 
edges from sites (x,y) in Vm to sites (x— l,y +1) and (JC+ l,y +1), with probabilityp and 
no other edges. In addition, suppose that bonds with no endpoints or beginning points in 
common are independent; then the resulting random graph G is a 1-dependent oriented 
percolation system with bond probability/?. For A C [l,m] x {0} D Vm, let VC^ = {x : 
there is a path along edges of G from a point in A to (x,n)}. If A — (JC,0), we abuse 
notation and write iffi* for the above. If A = [l,ra] x {0} D Vm, then we suppress the 
superscript A. Define the random quantity 

TmA = inf{n : ^ A = 0}; 

again we suppress the superscript A if A = [l,m] x {0} n Vm. 
The following facts all follow via the dual-contour methods of Durrett (1984). 
There exists è, 8(k), k = 1,2,... all strictly positive and/?o < 1 so that for any d > 0: 

FACT 2.1. If p > p0, then PIT" < é*1] < e'm for all m large enough. 

FACT 2.2. Ifp > p0, then for m large enough, infxG[i,m]^even PIT™** > é*1] > 6. 

FACT 2.3. Ifp > po, then for m large enough and all non-empty A C [1, m] x {0} n 
Vm, P[dm <TmA < em] < e~dm. 
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FACT 2.4. Ifp > po, then for any positive k, m large enough and n G [m2/k, km2], 

inf xGti.mUeven p ^ ° ) i s connected to (y, n)] > <5(fc). 
yG[l,m],y+neven 

Naturally the above facts hold for percolations on intervals of length m. 
We recall the result of Bezuidenhout and Grimmett (1990) in a form that will suit our 

purposes. For fixed L let 5/ = [l,n] x [4L(/ — 1) + 1,4/L] for / < M, where M is the 
integer part of n/AL. Define the regions 

Rf = |(jc,y,0 : te [0,(2* + 2)5], x G 

and 

Lt Lti 
- 5 L ± — , 5 L ± — ' 

25 25 
y G[4L(/ - 1) +1,4/L] 

V1' = [-2L, 2L] x [(4/ - 3)L, (4/ - 1)L] x [0,25]. 

Let Rf(p, q) = Rf + (pkL, 0,2qkS) and V(p, q) = V! + (pifcL, 0,2^5). 
We say that (p, q, +) is good if R^(p, q) is a subset of St. Similarly for (/?, q, —). Note 

that the particular / is irrelevant. We write Gn for the set {p : for some q (p, q, +) or 
(/?,#, —) is good}. Clearly there is a constant d G (0,1) so that for n large enough Gn 

is an interval of length at least dn. Let IT — {(p, q) : (/?, g, +) or (p, g, —) is good}. We 
write 

#•= u *r<p.<?) U *;>.*)• 
(/>,<?,+) is good (p,q,~) is good 

Bezuidenhout and Grimmett (1990) showed that given s > 0, a disc D about the 
origin, fc, L and 5 may be chosen so that if Q is the contact process on [1, n]2 restricted to 
Ri and 

A1 = {(p,0)GGn
 :3JCG V(p,0) n f = 0 s.t. <j = l o n x + D}, 

there is a 1-dependent oriented percolation system ^ on Gn, independent of Co, of bond 
connection probability > 1 — £, so that Vn 

1/̂ ' C {(p, n) eGn : V'(/7, rc) contains (JC, 0 with Ç = 1 on x + D}. 

In the following we will suppose that k, L, D, 5 have been chosen so that the bond 
probability is > po. 

DEFINITION. Given a contact process £, we say that (p, g) G Gn is /-occupied, if 
3(JC, t) G V(p,g) with £ = 1 on x + D. We say (p,g) is /-we// occupied if Ek so that 
(JC, 2^*S) G V(p, q) and 0 = 1 on x + D. 

The coupling of Bezuidenhout and Grimmet (1990) enables us to compare oriented 
percolations on an interval of length dn with the contact process on [l,n]2 . This and 
Fact 2.1 immediately yield the result below. 

PROPOSITION 2.1. For n large Pl [T* < edn] < e~dn. 

The result will enable us to apply Proposition 1.2 with b(n) = end. If we can find 
a suitable {a(n)} we will be done. The result below states that we may take a(n) — 
2(n4 + n2)2kS. 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. Let Qbea contact process on [1, n]2. Let a(n) = 2(n4 + n2)2kS. 

sup/*"/>[£,(„) i- C(n) andC,a(n) ^ 0] —• 0, as n —• oo. 
Co 

We will prove this proposition (and therefore the Theorem) in the last section; for 
the present we only make the following remarks: it follows from the self-duality of the 
contact process that £j(n) consists of all those points x in [l,n]2 from which there is a 
time reversed path from (x, a(n)) to some point (z, 0). Likewise £,<„) consists of all those 
points JC, in [1, n]2 from which there is a time reversed path from (x, a(n)) to some point 
(z, 0) with z G Co- Therefore (since obviously Ç C C1), Proposition 3.1 will be established 
by showing 

J2 P[3 a dual path from (JC, a(n)) to [1, n]2 x {0} 
jce[ l ,n] 2 

but not to Q) x {0}, £j(n) ^ 0] —> 0. 

This will of course be implied by showing that there exists some c < 1, not depending 
on n, so that for n large 

sup P[3 a dual path from (JC, a(n)) to [1, n]2 x {0} 
xe[l,n]2 

but not tO <o X { 0 } , Ca(n) Ie 0] < Cn. 

The rest of this section is devoted to proving 

LEMMA 2.2. LetA(m, i) be the event that there does not exist z G S( with QikSmiz) — 1 • 
Then for some c < 1, 

sup/^[{O2^^0}n{UA(«4,o} <cn. 

This lemma states that provided the contact process has survived until time nA2kS\ 
then, outside of a set of exponentially small probability, at this time the process will 
have occupied sites in every slice 5/. The exponential bound is obtained uniformly over 
initial configurations. For x G [1, n]2, let Q be the dual process starting from (x, 2(n4 + 

n2j)2kS, so that C^n^nics^ = l i f a n d o n l y i f CA H Q(n4+n2)2ks_s ^ 0 for some (all) 
s G [0,2(n4 + n2)2kS]. Therefore we obtain as an immediate corollary: 

COROLLARY 2.3. Let B(m, i,x) (m < 2(n4 + n2)) be the event that there does not 

) — 1. Then 

^[{^V0}n{u*(n4,U)}]<^. 

exist z G St with(£$£(z) = 1. 77H?/I 

The heuristic behind our proof can be split up into four thoughts: 
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A) The contact process, starting from a non-zero configuration and restricted to a 
strip Si has a non-zero chance of becoming "established," that is surviving for an 
exponential amount of time. 

B) If we disregard events of exponentially small probability, the contact process, 
restricted to a strip, becomes "established" if it survives for time of order n. 

C) If the contact process survives for time of order n2, then, outside of exponentially 
small probability, it will be "established" in some strip 5/. 

D) We again neglect sets of exponentially small probability. If the contact process 
becomes established in a strip 5/ at time t, then it will be established in strips St±\ 
by time H- order n2, and, continuing, in all strips by time t+ order n3. 

Let Q be a contact process on [ 1, n]2. For a (possibly random time) W and / E {1,2 ,3 , . . . , 
M}, let (^'l be the contact process obtained by suppressing all particles and particle births 
outside St after time W. These sub-processes are introduced for the following properties: 
for W a stopping time, the processes C^+r i — 1,2,... are conditionally independent, 
given Çw, and for each time t are contained in the original process Qw+t> 

Given that the contact process is Markov, the following is a simple consequence of 
Bezuidenhout and Grimmett (1990). 

LEMMA 2.4. Let W be a stopping time so that 
(i) W e {4kS, SkS, !2kS,...} a.s., 

(ii) There exists a.s. Fw measurable p(W) and i(W) so that (/?, W/2kS) is i-well oc
cupied. 

Then there exists a 1 -dependent oriented percolation system i/j with bond probabilities 
> po on Gn

y independent ofFw, so that 

{x : x e V^} C \x : (x, —— +n\ is i occupied by (^,l . 

The following corollary follows from this coupling and the contour methods used to 
prove Facts 2.1-2.4 and so the proof is not explicitly written out. 

COROLLARY 2.5. Let W be as in Lemma 2.4 and let W = M{2kSq : 2kSq > W, 
there is no x with (x, q) i-occupied by C,W,L}. Then for 8 andè(k) as in Facts 2.1-2.4 and 
all n large, 

a) P[n < ^f < edn] < e~dn. 
b)P[^f>n]>6. 
c) For k e [n2/2,2n2\ (y, k) G Dn

y P[(y - ^ + n) is i-occupied] > 6(£). 

Corollary 2.5 states that (1) once a slice 5/ possesses a renormalized well-occupied 
site then there is a chance, bounded away from zero, that the contact process restricted 
to Si becomes established and (2) that being established is essentially the same as the 
contact process, restricted to the slice 5/, surviving for 2kSn units of time. This is the 
content of parts a) and b) of Corollary 2.5 and essentially corresponds to steps A and B 
of the heuristic. 
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Let e > 0 be such that 

sup P[3i,p, s.t. (p,q) is /-well occupied 1772*5?-1 = {*}] > £. 
x£[\,n]2 

This quantity is bounded away from 0 and may be treated as being independent of n. 
Let random times Wj, Wj and Wj' be defined by 

W\ = inf{4kSq : 3/,/? (denoted I(W\),p(W\)) such that (/?, 2q) is /-well occupied} 

W," = inf{IkSq > Wj :^c with (x, q)i(Wj) occupied by C^TO} 

W,' = mintW,", Wj + 2*5/2) 

W/ = inf{4kSq > Wj_{ : 3i(Wj),p(Wj) such that (p, 2#) is /-well-occupied}. 

The Wt represent stopping times at which we may apply Corollary 2.5. Thus at each Wj 
there is a probability bounded away from 0, that the contact process becomes established 
in some slice 5/. The Wj' are, loosely, the first times after the Wj that the contact process, 
restricted to the relevant Si, no longer has "enough" occupied sites. We will be interested 
in whether the contact process becomes established in a slice 5,-. Since, by Corollary 2.5 
part (a), if Wj' — Wj > 2kSn, then with very large probability the contact process is 
established in S^Wj), we also introduce the random time Wj. At this time we essentially 
know whether the contact process became "established" in a slice after Wj. 

(NOTE. The Wj are stopping times while the Wj are not. This difference comes from 
the difference between the definitions of occupied and well occupied. However V = 
inf {Wj : Wj - Wj = 2kSn} is a stopping time.) 

LEMMA 2.6. The random times Wj, Wj, Wj' satisfy: 
(0 P[Ç[kSn2 ï£®>Wn> 4kSn2] < vn for some v < 1 and all n large enough, 

(ii) P[Wn < 00, ^/ < n Wj — Wj — 2kSn] < vn for some v < 1 and all n large 
enough. 

(Hi) PiUkSni y£9;V = inf'{Wj : Wj - Wj = 2kSn} > 4kSn2] < vn for some v < 1. 
(*v) PlCvcSn2 ¥ 0/ for some j , V = Wj, Wj' - Wj < edn}] < vn for some v < 1. 

PROOF, (i) By our choice of e above and the Markov property, we have 

P[Wt = 4kSq I WX > 4kSq^ksq-i] > e. 

Therefore PIT" - Wx > 2kSn] < (1 - e)nl2-x. (Here i" * Wx denotes the minimum of the 
two stopping times.) By the strong Markov property this implies that P[r" - Wj• — 1" -
Wj_x > 2kSn] < (1 - e)nl2'1. By definition, Wj - Wj < 2kSn, so if T" * Wn > 4kSn2, 
then for some j < n, T" * Wj - T" * Wj^ > 2kSn. (Here we take W'Q = 0.) But this latter 
event has probability less than or equal to n{\ — e)n. To conclude, 

Pitta* ^^Wn> 4kSn2] < Plr*1 * Wn > 4kSn2] < n(\ - e)n'2~l < (yfl^7/3)n 

for n large enough. 
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(ii) Fact 2.2 and the Markov property imply that for each j , P[WJ — Wj = 2kSn \ 
Fw] > <$. So (ii) follows with v = 1 — 6. 

(iii) This is simply (i) and (ii) put together, 
(iv) This follows from (ii), (iii) and Corollary 2.5 part (a). • 

Part (iv) of the above lemma corresponds to step C of the heuristic outlined before 
Lemma 2.4. 

LEMMA 2.7. Fix i and) G {1,2, . . . ,M} with \i—j\ — 1. For integer q < n4 — n2, 
let C(iJ, q) be the event 

{0 H Si ^ 0 for 4kSq < t < 4kSq + 4kSn2} 

n{3te {4kSq + 4kSn2,4kSn4) with C = 0on Sj}. 

Then there exists v < 1 with P[C(iJ, q)] < vn for n large. 

PROOF. Define the stopping times 

G\ — inf{4kSr > q : 3p such that (p, 2r) is j - well occupied} 

G" = M{2kSr > Gt :^c with (x, r)./-occupied by CG'*>} 

G\ = min(G/
//, Gz + 2kSn) 

Gi = inf{4kSr > G[_x : 3/7 such that (p, 2r) is j-well occupied}. 

It follows in the same way as with the previous lemma that there exists v < 1 such that 
for n large P[there is no / G [l,n] with G\ - G{ = 2kSn] < vn. Also by Corollary 2.5, 
part (c), P[3l < n with G'{ - G/ G [2kSn9 2kSend] < ne~nd. The lemma follows. • 

PROOF OF LEMMA 2.2. If |J; A(«4, /) does not occur then we must have either 
1) For stopping times WJ9 Wj of Lemma 2.6, V = inf{W/ + 2kSn : Wj - Wj > 

2kSn} > 4kSn2. 
2) For y such that V = Wj• + 2kSn, Wj - Wj G [2kSn, 2kSend]. 
3) For some ij G {1,2, . . . ,M} with |/ —j\ = 1 and integer r G [n2, n4 — n2}, the 

event C(/,y, r) occurs. 
Lemma 2.3 states that the probability of events 1 and 2 above is bounded by vn for some 
v < 1 and all n large enough. Lemma 2.7 gives the crude bound P[\J C(iJ, r)] < M2n4vn 

for some v < 1. It is clear that these bounds give the desired conclusion. • 

Section Three. In this section we complete the proof of the Theorem. In Section Two 
this was reduced to proving Proposition 3.1. The remarks following the statement of 
Proposition 3.1 showed that a sufficient condition for the proposition to hold is that for 
some v < 1, 

supple*» * 0,4T„()") ¥ 0.U)/2n£$72 = 0] < vn 

for n sufficiently large and all x G [l,rc]2. (Recall that a(n) = 2(n4 + n2)2kS). We will 
achieve this by combining Lemma 2.2, Corollary 2.3 and the lemma below. 
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A vital component in the completion of the proof of Proposition 3.1 is the fact that 
the two dimensional contact process can survive in a strip Z x [1,4L], where L is as in 
Section Two. Corollary 2.3 and Lemma 2.2 enable us to say that if C^kSn^ &$£ ¥ $> t n e n 

outside of events of exponentially small probability, both configurations contain infected 
sites in every slice 5,-. We can view the contact processes restricted to the respective strips 
as conditionally independent. Lemma 3.2 below says that in each slice S„ the chance that 
at time 2kS(n4 +n2) the processes £ and (a(n),x restricted to 5,- have a common infected site 
is bounded away from zero. Hence the chance that C2kS(n4+n2) an(^ ^S^4+«2) ^° n o t n a v e a 

common infected site is exponentially small in n. 

LEMMA 3.2. Let Ç be a contact process restricted to S\ with ($ ^ 0. For arbitrary 
z e Sif P[Q2kSn2{z) = 1] > S(L, S, *, D) > 0. 

PROOF. Let e2 = siiL, D, £, S) be so that 

0 < 62 < inf P^[3p : (p, 2) is /-well occupied]. 

Letpi be chosen so that (p\,n2 — 2) G Gn and \z — 2p\L\ < 10L. By Corollary 2.5 and 
the Markov property, P[(p\, n2 — 2) is /-well occupied | 3/7 with (p, 2) /-well occupied] > 
7 > 0, for some 7 not depending on n. Clearly we can find £3, not depending on n, so 
that 

0<s< inf PKÙsfe) = 1 I <j - w]. 
|w-*piL|<5L 

By the Markov property, our result follows with 6 = £2^3 • • 

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3.1. For notational brevity we define, for s e [2kSn4, 
2kS(n4 + n2)], Q* to be the process obtained from Ç,a(n),x by suppressing all particles and 
births of particles occurring outside 5/ on and after time 2kSn4. 

It is important to note that for s G [0,2kSn2], the processes C£sn4+s anc^ QkSn"+s a r e 

conditionally independent given (£^J and QikSn4- The probability 

/>[<W0^t^>WnCv2 = 0] 

<F[C2«„^0,œ^0,Cw/2nC;2 = 0] 

< ' ' [ { W 7̂  0}n [{jA(n\i))\ + /»[{#& ± <D}n{{jB(n\i,x)}} 

+ * [&^>n<ff iU = 0'v/' (UA(»4,OU(iK»\u))e]. 
But, by Lemma 2.2 and Corollary 2.3, the first two of these probabilities are < vn for 

some v < 1 and all n large enough, while the third term is bounded by ?[££$,n*+n2) ^ 

< S U = W {UA(n\i)UB(n\i,X))c]. ^ 
As has been previously noted, the events {C^S(n4+n2) ^C^fS+n2) = ^} a r e condition

ally independent given £%$$ and (2^4- I* follows from Lemma 3.2 that on ([jA(n4, /) U 

B(n4,i,x)) , these events all have conditional probability less than 1 — <52. Thus 
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^ f e « n & = 0 'V/<I {{JMn\i)UB(n\i,x))c} < (1 - P? and we are 
done. • 
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